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	Schools, colleges and universities all over the world are installing Moodle, but many educators aren't making much use of it. With so many features, it can be a hassle to learn - and with teachers under so much pressure day-to-day, they cannot devote much time to recreating all their lessons from scratch.


	This book provides the quickest way for teachers and trainers to get up and running with Moodle, by turning their familiar teaching materials into a Moodle e-learning course.


	This book shows how to bring your existing notes, worksheets, resources and lesson plans into Moodle quickly and easily. Instead of exploring every feature of Moodle, the book focuses on getting you started immediately - you will be turning your existing materials into Moodle courses right from the start.


	The book begins by showing how to turn your teaching schedule into a Moodle course, with the correct number of topics and weeks. You will then see how to convert your resources - documents, slideshows, and worksheets, into Moodle. You will learn how to format them in a way that means students will be able to read them, and along the way plenty of shortcuts to speed up the process.


	By the end of Chapter 3, you will already have a Moodle course that contains your learning resources in a presentable way. But the book doesn't end there- you will also see how to use Moodle to accept and assess coursework submissions, discuss work with students, and deliver quizzes, tests, and video.


	Throughout the book, the focus is on getting results fast - moving teaching material online so that lessons become more effective for students, and less work for you.


	What you will learn from this book

	
		Incorporate your existing handouts, worksheets, and other resources into Moodle courses
	
		Quick methods to make your Moodle courses engaging, attractive, and fun
	
		Fast ways to add multimedia to your course, or incorporate existing sounds and videos
	
		Using Moodle as a repository for departmental guidelines and documentation
	
		Move marking online! See how students can submit their assignments straight into Moodle, for you to mark assess on the computer - no more backbreaking boxes of assignments to lug to and from school
	
		Use forums and messaging to keep in contact with students when it's convenient, rather than having them call into your office during your breaks or preparation time
	
		See how you can make your course a completely online experience - dispensing with face time all together



	Approach


	With clear instructions and plenty of screenshots, this book provides all the support and guidance you will need as you begin to convert your teaching to Moodle. Step-by-step tutorials use real-world examples to show you how to convert to Moodle in the most efficient and effective ways possible. Moodle Course Conversion carefully illustrates how Moodle can be used to teach content and ideas and clearly demonstrates the advantages of doing so.


	Who this book is written for


	This book is for teachers, tutors, and lecturers who already have a large body of teaching material and want to use Moodle to enhance their course, rather than developing brand new ones. You won't need experience with Moodle, but will need teacher-access to a ready-installed Moodle site.


	Teachers with some experience of Moodle, who want to focus on incorporating existing course materials will also find this book very useful
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Emergent Problems in Nonlinear Systems and Control (Lecture Notes in Control and Information Sciences)Springer, 2009
Papers in this collection partly represent the set of talks that were presented at Texas Tech University on the occasion of Daya’s memorial workshop in the year 2007. Daya had a varied interest in the field of Dynamics and Control Theory and the papers bring out the essence of his involvement in these activities. He also had a large number...
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The Lemonade Stall: How to test and validate ideas - a story and workbook (Creating Products and Services)Scrum and Kanban, 2021

	
		A real-world workbook to taking a more structured approach to building a business that will succeed.

	
		One of the worst crimes in business today is wasting time creating products and services that nobody wants. Fortunately, there is a more structured, scientific, measurable alternative.

	
		Creating what you...
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Figure Drawing with Virtual Models: Getting the Most Out of Poser ArtistCourse Technology PTR, 2006
Welcome to Figure Drawing with Virtual Models: Getting the Most Out of Poser Figure Artist. This book is intended to be your guide to the use of virtual models as a reference tool for the creation of works of art. Recent advancements in technology have made it possible for artists to have good-quality figure reference at their fingertips almost...
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American History Through Literature - 1820-1870Charles Scribner's Sons, 2005
This A-Z, cross-referenced and illustrated title provides a unique overview of the critical period that spans the early national era through the Civil War, and which witnessed the birth of a truly American literature. The set features more than 250 survey entries. Subjects include: political topics (Manifest Destiny, Underground Railroad); ideas in...
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Beyond the C++ Standard Library: An Introduction to BoostAddison Wesley, 2005
Introducing  the Boost libraries: the next breakthrough in C++ programming

Boost takes you far beyond the C++ Standard Library, making C++  programming more elegant, robust, and productive. Now, for the first time, a  leading Boost expert...
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Real World Digital Photography (3rd Edition)Peachpit Press, 2010


	Photography has a rich history, from the personal family snapshot to Earth

	rising over the moon’s horizon. In its brief 170-year history, photography has

	played many roles to a wide variety of people—from memory keeper to human

	condition revealer to personal exploration companion. Photography reveals

	how we perceive...
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